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Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools



	Book...
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E-Commerce Power: How the Little Guys are Building Brands and Beating the Giants at E-CommerceMorgan James Publishing, 2021

	
		In E-Commerce Power, Jason G. Miles shares a practical framework for starting and scaling a profitable e-commerce brand in the age of Amazon. 

		E-Commerce Power is filled with encouragement, practical advice, tips, strategies, proven online marketing methods - all organized to help online entrepreneurs....
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MIDP 2.0 Style Guide for the Java 2 Platform, Micro EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
MIDP 2.0 Style Guide for the Java(TM) 2  Platform, Micro Edition, is the comprehensive reference for designing and  creating interactive Java(TM) applications for consumer-oriented mobile devices.  Readers learn how to best exploit MIDP 2.0 features, such as the gaming API,  multimedia, and...
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Practical Insight into Cmmi (Artech House Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This book provides the reader with an insight into which an activities an
organization would be engaged and what the role of each level of management
and the practitioners would be if their systems and software engineering
processes were based onCMM®IntegrationSM. It captures the essence
of each of the process areas by...
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Usability: Turning Technologies into ToolsOxford University Press, 1992
"The book contains much insight." --B. Hazeltine, Computing Reviews
 
"Unusual in that the research it brings together spans the perspectives of cognitive psychology, the sociology of work and technology, work-oriented systems design, computer-supported cooperative work, and human-computer interaction. Although most of...
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Textbook Finance: Leading Financial Professors From the World's Top Business Schools on the Fundamentals All Business Professionals Should Know About FinanceAspatore Books, 2003
Inside the Minds: Textbook Finance is the most  authoritative book ever written on the essentials of finance for the  business professional. Featuring Chairmen of Finance Departments from  some of the nation's leading Business Schools, these pages brim with  insights from those at the height of their profession, who have each  contributed chapters...
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Sensitivity Analysis for Neural Networks (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2010
Artificial neural networks are used to model systems that receive inputs and produce outputs. The relationships between the inputs and outputs and the representation parameters are critical issues in the design of related engineering systems, and sensitivity analysis concerns methods for analyzing these relationships. Perturbations of neural...
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Dynamic Speech Models (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006


	In a broad sense, speech dynamics are time-varying or temporal characteristics in all stages

	of the human speech communication process. This process, sometimes referred to as speech

	chain [1], starts with the formation of a linguistic message in the speaker’s brain and ends with

	the arrival of the message in the...
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Animal Models of T Cell-Mediated Skin Diseases (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2004

	Pharmaceutical companies are spending increasing amounts of money on drug discovery and development. Nevertheless, attrition rates in clinical development are still very high, and up to 90% of new compounds fail in clinical phase I - III trials, which is partially due to lack of clinical efficacy. This indicates a strong need for highly...
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Physics for Game Developers: Science, math, and code for realistic effectsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want to enrich your game’s experience with physics-based realism, the expanded edition of this classic book details physics principles applicable to game development. You’ll learn about collisions, explosions, sound, projectiles, and other effects used in games on Wii, PlayStation, Xbox, smartphones, and tablets....
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The Language of Game Theory : Putting Epistemics into the Mathematics of GamesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2014

	This volume contains eight papers written by Adam Brandenburger and his co-authors over a period of 25 years. These papers are part of a program to reconstruct game theory in order to make how players reason about a game a central feature of the theory. The program now called epistemic game theory extends the classical definition of a game...
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Numerical Methods using MATLABApress, 2014

	Numerical Methods with MATLAB provides a highly-practical reference work to assist anyone working with numerical methods. A wide range of techniques are introduced, their merits discussed and fully working MATLAB code samples supplied to demonstrate how they can be coded and applied.

...
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